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Volume 44, Issue 3 
Legalization: 
Not Right, Not 
Right Now 
By Forrest Merrithew, StajfWriter 
We have all seen the television advertisements geared 
toward America's youth that warn against the adverse 
results of using marijuana. While marijuana's positive 
contributions toward Olympic gl'>ld medal performances 
remains unclear, these warnings do have an authentic 
base. The effects of drug use, of any kind, generally do 
not yield positive results, and the legalization of one of 
those substances should not be part of the government's 
current policy focus." · 
To begin, the health studies regarding marijuana's 
effects are inconclusive and contradictory. Is that the 
kind of evidence the FDA relies on when legalizing our 
medicines, food products, and alternatives? While such 
studies have failed to create strong health reasons for not 
smoking, they do not preface that it may be done without 
ill effects. 
It's hard to argue that sucking smoke into your lungs, 
from any source, will not have negative consequences, 
and just like cigarettes, the smoke wiU be shared . with 
anyone in the nearby vicinity. Some laboratories have 
claimed that marijuana use is tied to brain damage, 
cancer, lung damage, and amotivational syndrome. If the 
. jury is still out on the health dangers, then until the risks 
are known, people should not have legal access to such 
a question mark. The lack of evidence does not support 
one side more than another; it only shows that we need to 
know more to make an informed opinion. 
While the effects of marijuana smoking may be minor in 
comparison to many other drugs and indulgenc.es, grave 
consequences still exist. The feeling of being "stoned" 
impairs an individual's judgment and motor skills, which 
can produce uncomfortable and/or dangerous situations. 
The risks associated with marijuana are similar to those 
which accompany other drugs. 
For example, driving stoned can be. as dangerous as 
driving drunk, if not more. If marijuana were to be 
legalized, it could create many problems for enforcement 
of traffic laws and could impair safe streets. Testing for 
drunk driving is much easier than it would be to detect 
"high" driving. One can measure blood alcohol level 
within a short time of the offense by a breathalyzer. 
Currently, the main method to test for drugs is through 
a urine or fluids test, and such test does not inform the 
tester when the subject used drugs and ifthe subject was 
under the influence while driving. It would be a heavy 
tax on the system to monitor, discover, and detect "high" 
driving. Such policy change could further endanger our 
roaclways and create additional costs and complications 
for our municipal infrastructure. 
Legalization of marijuana to prevent youth from using 
it is one of the greatest reasons for blocking such errant 
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government action. Marijuana decreases the potential of 
individuals through decreasing their motivation, drive, 
and interests -- know scientifically as amotivational 
syndrome. Additionally, it i~ well-known that abuse 
of the substance can decrease one's short-term mental 
capacity. One thing our country can't afford is young 
people being told that this is an acceptable substance with 
no negative effects, or that the actions that occur under.the 
influence of marijuana ate acceptable. 
There are no groups currently advocating children's use, 
but if legalized, marijuana would be a market commodity 
just like any other product, including cigarettes, candy, 
and happy meals. Once it became a legitimate commodity, 
there is a significant chance, especially considering the 
history of our corporate and commercial markets and 
advertising, that it could be advertised towards.children, 
possibly without parents and society ever being aware. 
Whether amotivational syndrome is· real or not should 
not be this discussion's turning point because even if it 
is not properly classified, we still know its effects and 
surrounding issues. 
Marijuana does not make criminals out of all people. in . 
society who use it. There are programs which have been 
enacted to allow individuals to grow for the purposes of · 
medicinal use and lfoense such usenraccording to their 
need to purchase. In addition, what people do in their 
own homes in private will riot make them criminals. 
Preventing legalization prevents others from putting 
themselves in altered states into public where they may 
endanger themselves and others through errant judgment. 
Our infrastructure achieves this through its gigantic and 
diverse War on Drugs. 
The War on Drugs creates a huge job market in our country 
for our citizens. Generally these employees are patrioti·c 
individuals who are interested in protecting our way of 
life and upholding the rules created for a stable society. 
There. is approximately 40-50 billon dollars put forth 
every year in the War on Drugs. Note that the amount 
spent in the War on Drugs is minimal in comparison to 
the social cost of drug abuse and addiction. This money 
is being put back into our system -- opposed to the 
purchase of illegal drugs, which distributes American 
dollars around the world. These funds, both Federal and 
State, provide Americans with jobs and salaries to support 
their families and our economy. Their gear and tools are 
generally built by American Defense Contractors which 
further promotes domestic spending and investment. 
It is true that this continued aggression has been one of 
limited success, but such speed bumps do not create a 
reason to turn 180 degrees and legalize such substances. 
Because we may ha:ve such barriers in medical research 
or technological development, it would not make sense 
to end this drive. Similarly, our work should continue 
since it meets the majority of our democratic population's 
wishes. 
See Legalization, page 3 
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By Jessie Zaylia, Staff Writer 
As one of the few married gay persons on campus, I feel 
compelled to write my story. 
I am penning this article on November 5, 2008-the day 
::i,fter, arguably, . the C:single · most historically significant 
Presidential election in America. For me, an adamant 
Obama· supporter, Election Day was, at best, filled with 
extreme ups and downs. 
As I wrote to some of my closest friends a couple hours 
ago, last night .and. this morning have been bitter-sweet 
for me. I am elated that Obama will be our next President, 
and it makes me proud to have been a part of the 
movement. However, I'm simply devastated .that Prop. 
8-a proposition of ignorance, fear, and hate (no matter 
what proponents claim)-passed. I'm disappointed 
in the many, many Californians who had the foresight 
and gumption to vote for Obama with one hand and for 
discrimination withthe other. 
Words cannot describe the sobbing, the sorrow, the pain, 
the rejection, the ignorance, the suffering, the frustration, 
and the hate that I've experienced throughout -this 
election. And the passing of 8 has been the final dagger. 
Some of my friends and fellow supporters have tried to 
show me the silver lining. They are sweet and loving 
people. They have worked the polls, held up signs, 
volunteered, supported the cause financially, or in other 
ways made their convictions known. 
Some say, "Well, we must look forward." But there is 
no way that moving forward is even a possibility for me 
because my rights have been retracted. 
Others say, "Don't worry. There are lawsuits." This is 
true. And now, this is really the only way to undo the 
tyranny of the majority. However, because Prop. 8 has 
passed, it's pretty much a mathematical certainty that the 
gay marriage issue will end up in federal court. As we 
all know, this poses certain federalist problems because 
marriage issues are supposed to be states' rights issues, 
not federal ones. 
Still, even if we agree that the Supreme Court should 
inevitably giant certiorari to hear gay marriage cases, this 
certainly is not the right time. It's premature. I want to 
shout out to all of the gay couples who are trying to sue 
right now. I want to urge them to sue in state, not federal 
court, because in addition to it being the appropriate 
states' right~ approach, this will buy a loving community 
the time we need to have the case heard before a more 
See Bittersweet, page 3 
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Carrie Wilson, Dean of Student Affairs 
SUBMISSIONS 
Motions welcomes all letters, guest columns, 
complaints and commentaries. Budget 
permitting, we do compensate contribut-
ing writers with a modest honorarium if 
their piece is selected for publication. We 
reserve the right to edit for· content, length, 
style and the requirements of good taste. 
DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this newspaper do· not re-
flect the views or opinions of the University 
of San Diego School of Law, the University 
of San Diego School of Law News Organiza-
tion, or the Editors, Directors or Staff of this 
newspaper and are solely the products of 
the authors in their individual capacities.' 
Unsigned editorials reflect only the view of 
the. Editorial Board of this newspaper, a · 
S~udent Organization consistent with Uni-





Passing of Prop 
2 
By Peter Stockburger, Staff Writer 
On November 4th, Proposition 2 passed with flying 
colors (63 percent of the vote.) For those of you 
who don't know what you voted for, here is a little 
synopsis. Officially known as the Prevention of 
Farm Animal Cruelfy Act, Proposition 2, as passed, 
makes it a misdemeanor, effective January 1, 2015, 
to confine veal, calves, pregnant pigs, or egg-laying 
hens so as to interfere with the ability to stand, lie 
down, tum around, and fully extend the limbs. Prop 
2 gives farming operations until January 1, 2015 to 
implement these new space requirements. 
Currently, animal production facilities use 
restrictive enclosures such as "battery cages" for 
poultry. These facilities are basically used to stuff 
poultry into cages to maximize propt at the expense 
of the health and safety of the animal. Prop 2 puts a 
measured end to this practice by gradually requiring 
farmers to implement the new standards. It is a 
moderate, reasonable reform that gives the industry 
ample time to phase ·into practice. It will not put 
farmers out of business. In fact, farmers update 
their facilities on a regular basis, so this type of 
reform is not over-burdensome. Prop ·2 will also 
improve food safety by outlawing overcrowding 
conditions that foster disease among farm animals. 
Animals under stress, including stress of intensive 
confinement, have compromised immune systems 
and_ higher level of pathogens in their intestines. 
Prop 2 will improve the health of the animals, and in 
tum improve the health of consumers. 
To . those who think this is some sort of animal 
revolution, Prop 2 is not novel. Similar propositions 
have been passed throughout the United States. In 
2002, Florida passed Amendment l 0 prohibiting 
pregnant pigs from being kept in gestation crates. 
In 2006, Arizona voters passed Proposition 204, 
which prohibited the confinement of calves in veal 
crates and breeding sows in gestation crates. Most 
recently, in May 2008, Colorado Governor Bill Ritter 
signed into, law SB 201 which phases out the use of· 
gestation crates and veal crates. Internationally, 
Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, and Austria have 
all banned battery cages for egg-laying hens. The 
entire European Union will phase out battery cages 
by 2012. 
Most importantly, Proposition 2 gives animals in 
California a sliver of quality of life. These animals 
make the ultimate sacrifice for our consumption. As 
a society, we don't have to eat meat; we choose to 
eat meat because of convenience and culture. Prop 
2 reflects our collective choice, as residents of 
California, to provide the animals that provide us 
with daily comforts the quality of life they deserve. 
Prop 2 allows us as conscious citizens to think 
occasionally of the suffering that we often spare 
ourselves from seeing. As George Orwell once 
noted, "Man is the only creature that consumes 
without producing. He does not give milk, he does 
not lay eggs, he is too weak to pull the plough, he 
cannot run fast enough to catch the rabbits. Yet he is 
the lord of all the animals." Perhaps ifhe were alive 
. today, Mr. Orwell would have voted for Proposition 
2. If you voted yes on Prop 2, thank you. If you 




With Finals approaching, I know that everyone . has been 
extremely busy, and I'd like to thank all of the staff for 
staying on top of things and doing a great job editing and 
writing. 
Some end-of-the-semester advice to lLs? 
1. Study with friends; it makes it far less stressful, and even 
provides for occasional fun. 
3 .Don't doubt yourself- you've been learning and reading 
this stuff all semester, it will be fine! · 
4. Set out a schedule of when you are going to study what 
subjects, and allocate your time according to your strengths 
and weaknesses, and according to when your finals are 
5. Don't be afraid to take breaks frequently. 
Good luck everyone! The holidays are amost here! 
Jennifer Chou 
Editor-in-Chief 
JOIN 'MOTIONS, THE SCHOOL 
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From Legalization, page 1 
One of the. scariest things about marijuana is the simple 
nature of it and its · effects. People tend to get over 
the "high" it provides and look for further alteration, 
which is why it is labeled the "gateway drug." 
There is already enough abuse of legal drugs (under the 
counter and over the counter, including alcohol) in our 
country. Why should the government tell society, one 
that seems to have no problem indulging, that another 
mind-altering substance is acceptable: "I mean it has 
risks, but we think it's acceptable to rise." In essence, 
the government would be promoting further drug -use 
and abuse ~- and possibly in a much greater nature when 
people decided to move on to something with more of a 
kick. 
Further, once an adult has it on hand, what's to stop 
youth in the house from sneaking a pinch, just as they 
may take their first sips from the liquor cabinet? One of 
the advantages, if there ever could be considered one, of 
alcohol in this situation is when youth use enough to alter 
their judgment, there is a good chance the parents will 
know the next day -- hangover. However, with pot use, 
there are limited aftereffects, and it would thus be harder 
to be a well-informed parent. 
Another problem with legalizing marijuana would be 
setting up the program to regulate it in the economy. 
It would take considerable legislative time and costs 
to discuss the issues surrounding the legalization of 
marijuana (such as the· unclear medical effects) and the 
implementation of regulations regarding its growth, use, 
sale, and monitoring. 
Matt Oglander, from the Marijuana Legalization 
Organization (cited in the last issue of Motions), 
recognizes that the legalization of marijuana is something 
that will have to take effect in the legislative arena, not 
through litigation. The process for legalization on tl:j.e 
whole is not something that oui country is currently in 
any condition to look into or spend resources on. With 
our current economic downturn, the War in Iraq, and 
further domestic and international political and market 
problems, the legalization of marijuana is not worth our 
time or money. 
One of the greatest arguments for the legalization of 
marijuana is the fact it doesn't hurt others and is the right 
of a respcmsible individual in our free society. But it can 
hurt others, whether through a car accident or parents' 
inability to hold down a job and provide food for their 
children due to addiction. While we have a free society, 
we must recognize limitations on society put in place for 
the good of the majority. I don't believe that society is 
currently responsible enough to take on such a liability. 
Marijuana use also hurts others because it prevents 
people from being involved in society to the maximum 
of their abilities. They may not only let down or injure 
themselves, but also family, friends and coworkers 
through irresponsible actions brought on by drug use 
or abuse. It does not make sense that legalization of 
marijuana could stem such abuse, as alcohol is constantly 
over-consumed throughout our countrj. It would be sad 
that such legislative action could prevent the development 
of our next Einstein, Newton, or Gates. 
Some argue that marijuana addiction and use leads to 
crime and therefore the legalization would decrease such 
outbreaks, but generally marijuana is not as connected 
with crime as other stronger drugs, such as heroin or 
·crack. Repeat offenses and other violent crimes more 
frequently involve other drugs. Therefore, legalizing 
marijuana would likely have little -- if any -- effect 
on crime rates. Also, one must note that just because 
marijuana could be legalized doesn't mean it won't still 
cost money. People would still have to raise the funds to 
purchase drugs, whether from a store or dealer, and some 
people may stillhave to commit crimes to do so. 
Just because something relaxes you or appears to be the 
"in thing" doesn't .make it right. People should seek 
healthier and less destructive ways to control their stress, 
whether through friends and family, yoga or meditation, 
or if need be, legal alternatives such as FDA-approved 
and doctor -prescribed medicatiO.n. 
SOURCES 
Dalrymple, Theodore. Don't Legalize Drugs 
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U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. Speaking Out 
Against Drug Legislation. 
http://www.usdoj.gov/dea/demand/speakout/index.html 
From Bittersweet, page 1 
tolerant Supreme Court. 
Tolerance. I really hate that word. It tends to mean "put up 
with" just enough to not hate a certain group, if that. 
What we really need is a country with citizens who recognize 
something that many are afraid to say: homophobia is just 
as wrong as racism, as sexism, as classism. And, frankly, 
if Buddhists, or Latinos, or Blacks, or Asians, or Mormons, 
or Jews, or any other group of adult-aged individuals were 
suddenly stripped of their right to marry, the discrimination 
would be so poignant, so outrageous, and so blatant that 
nobody would fail to see it. 
However, discrimination against . gay people is not only 
unacknowledged by the majority, it is encouraged. One 
common reason for the sanction of discrimination is that 
women and men are meant to be partnered under the 
covenant of marriage because God designed humans that · 
way. Their support? The Bible. . . 
Well, here's my traverse: What if the. Bible said that 
marriage was between white women and white men only? 
Or, let's suppose the Bible said that everyone but Black men 
and Black women could marry. · Would these "rules" be 
right just because they're in the Bible? Of course not. 
Even so, the voters have· polluted, eroded, and in many 
cases destroyed the separation of church and state. 
Domestic partnership does· not grant the sanierights to gay · 
couples as married people have. As we saw in the Arkansas, 
Arizona, and Florida elections this year, marriage is used as 
a vehicle through which agencies, businesses, and people 
discriminate against the gay community. "Must be married" 
rules are the Jim Crow laws of the times; only, these Jim 
Crow laws are used against LGBT persons. 
Let me express how difficult it is to be oh campus, looking 
at people who l know (through adm.ission) voted yes on 
Prop; 8 ... voted purposely to discriminate against me, my 
wife, and a large group of people only for reasons based on 
ignorance, or religion, or both. There was no sound legal 
reason to vote yes on Prop. 8. Not one. 
I went to class today and could only stay for five minutes; 
I could not stop crying. I couldn't concentrate. My mind 
could not absorb what -the professor and students were 
saying. On my way to class, I heard on NPR that theyes-on-
8ers are already challenging the validity of my marriage to 
my wife in court. They want to hurry up and nullify all the 
marriages (more than 16,000) that took place in California 
between June 17 and November 4. So, sooo sad. 
I didn't think that would happen so fast. I thought that 
nullification would take another vote since we're talking 
about an ex post Jacto law. Well, I was wrong. As early 
as this morning, Prop. 8 proponents have filed nullification 
claims. " 
This exposes the big lie in the Prop. 8 campaign-that Prop. 
8 was not about the hatred of gays. If that were true, then 
there would be no reason to seek the nullification of 16,000 
marriages. 
I think it might take another day before I can stop sobbing. 
But with the lov.e and support of my friends--the ones who 
are experiencing the bitter-sweetness with me despite their 




By Erik Carter, Staff Writer 
Anyone who read my articles in past Motions issues should 
know that I strongly supported John McCain over Barack 
Obama. That being said, I do see some reasons to have 
"hope" for positive "change" in the new administration. The 
first and most obvious reason is the very election of Obama 
himself. Although I did not vote for him, I too feel proud 
that America made history by electing our first non-white 
president. By demonstrating that America is not as racist 
as many on the left believed, Obama's historic election will 
provide hope to future generations of minorities that they too · 
can be elected president even if their skin is a little darker 
or their name is a little funnier than our I?revious presidents. 
November 2008 
His election has also had a similar effect on how many 
around the world view America, especially in Iran where 
President Ahmadinejad sent him .the first congratulatory 
letter to the winner of an American presidential election 
since the Iranian revolution. It's harder to demonize 
America as anti-Muslim when we have a president with 
Obama's name and Islamic heritage. 
This brings me to my second reason for hope, which is that 
. Obama's penchant for diplomacy and popularity overseas 
translates into real _progress in foreign policy. Obama 
should start by appointing a Secretary of State with real 
diplomatic experience like former UN Ambassador Bill 
Richardson and a Secretary of Defense who can provide 
bipartisan credibilitY like his former rival John McCain, · 
who was John Kerry's choice for defense secretary if 
he had won in 2004. A Richardson appointment would 
also help Obama with Hispanics as Richardson would 
be the first Hispanic secretary of state while a McCain 
appointment would ·give the Democrats another senate 
seat since it would be filled by Arizona's Democrat 
governor. He should then call for the Europeans to put 
aside their past differences with the Bush administration 
and, in the words of Joe Eiden, "get over it" as we will 
need their help to negotiate a successful withdrawal of 
troops from Iraq, win the war in Afghanistan, aggressively 
pursue Al Qaeda without destabilizing Pakistan, contain 
Russia, and disarm North Korea. 
Most importantly, Obama must keep the campaign pledge 
he reiterated after the election to make sure that Iran does 
not develop nuclear weapons. This would be a crucial 
first step in achieving Obama's stated goal of eventually 
eliminating all nuclear weapons from the face of the earth. 
Not even the current financial crisis is as important an 
issue as this. A nuclear Iran could destabilize the Middle 
East and encourage one or more of the Arab states to 
pursue their ~own nuclear capabilities. Most importantly, 
this would increase the risk of a nuclear weapon somehow 
getting into the hands of a terrorist or of an EMP attack 
that could send much of the US back into the stone age. 
Obama should offer a "grand bargain" to Iran that would 
provide them with. full .diplomatic recognition, a· lifting 
· of sanctions, and security guarantees in exchange for 
full oversight -over their nuclearprogram, an end to their 
support for terrorism, and help with stabilizing Iraq and 
Afghanistan. If Iran refuses to end their nuclear weapons 
program, Obama's initial opposition to the Iraq war will 
give him the credibility he will need to employ military 
force as a last resort. 
My thir.d reason for hope is Obama's campaign pledges to 
notraise taxes on the middle-class, s.eek a "net reduction" 
in federal spending, and uphold second amendment rights. 
Although not much in Obama's record gives me reason 
for optimism, he seems politically astute enough to know 
the folly of emaging fiscal conservatives or. gun owners 
the way Bill Clinton did in the first two years of his term 
by proposing a new tax on energy, trying to nationalize 
the health care system, and passing restrictive laws on 
the purchase of handguns and so-called assault weapons. 
The result was the 1994 Republican Revolution, which 
was largely fueled by anti-tax and pro~gun activists. In 
fact, one of the reasons for Obama's victory was his 
support among many fiscally conservative, gun-loving 
libertarians who voted for Bush in 2004, especially in red 
states like Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Virginia and 
North Carolina. He could start by appointing a fiscally 
. conservative budget hawk with both business and political 
experience like Mike Bloomberg as Secretary of the 
Treasury (whose appointment would give Democrats the 
NYC mayoralty) and a pro-gun rights Attorney General 
like Russ Feingold or Arlen Specter (whose appointment 
would give the Democrats another senate seat). He could 
then score points with libertarian swing voters by vetoing 
any middle-class tax or spending increases and gun 
control bills passed by the Democrat congress. 
If Obama is able to stop Iran's. nuclear weapons 
program while holding the line on middle-class taxes, 
spending, and gun control legislation, he will bring 
about the "change we need" and will likely be re-elected. 
However, my final reason for hope is that. if he loses 
Iran and alienates libertarian swing voters, he will face 
a "Republican Revolution" of his own by 2012. Until 
then, in the words of Barry Goldwater "let's grow up 






By Jennifer Chou, Editor-in~chief 
In the United States, prostitution has long been an iss{ie of 
controversy.in the realm of law enforcement and human 
rights. Prostitution has been stigmatized and criminalized, 
and its . existence has a myriad of political, social and 
economic consequences. 
Prostitution is illegal across the United States, with the 
exception of Nevada and Rhode Island. Brothels are 
legal in Nevada in a heavily regulated context, and only 
in certain counties. The Nevada Revised Statute 244.345 
prohibits establishment of brothels in counties with a 
population of 400,000 or more. In Rhode Island, there 
is no law criminalizing prostitution "indoors" - meaning 
that. only streetwalking is technically banned. Whether 
this is intentional or a loophole is up to debate. ·However 
after former New York governor E!tot SpitZ'er's prostitut~ 
scandal came to light, Rhode Island lawmakers discussed 
a bill in March of 2008 that would make prostitution 
illegal indoors also. 
Most recently, San Francisco voters approved Proposition 
Kby 75 percent on November 4, 2008. As it appears on the 
voting pamphlet, Proposition K is a measure that "would 
prohibit the.Police Department from providing resources 
to investigate and prosecute prosecution." It effectively 
forbids local law enforcement from investigating, arresting 
or prosecuting anyone for selling sex. The measure further 
requires the Police Department and the District Attorney 
to "enforce existing criminal laws that prohibit coercion, 
extortion, battery, rape, sexual assault and other violent 
crimes, regardless of the victim's status as a sex worker." 
Proponents of the legalization of prostitution believe 
the public health would benefit from such a measure. 
"In Germany, it is legal, and there are health tests for 
prostitutes; less infections are thus transmitted," says 
James Bovard, author of Lost Rights: Destruction of 
American Liberty; and Attention Deficit Democracy. 
Gisele Maynard-Tucker, Medical and Applied 
anthropologist at UCLA believes legalization and 
regulation would decrease the spread of sexually 
transmitted diseases. She cites France as an example. 
"Because it is legalized, they go weekly for checkups to 
stop the spread of STDs." She notes that police corruption 
involved in the regulation of prostitutes is a downside of 
legalization in France, but that such problems are probably 
preferable to the current policies in the United States. 
Maynard-Tucker's work and focus is on prostitution and its 
effects in the third world. In contrast to some prostitutes in 
wealthier nations, prostitutes in the third world often do so 
not as a regular profession, but as occasional and desperate 
measures to survive or feed their children. 
A major problem with illegal prostitution, both in the third 
world and the first, is violence. "I worked· with women 
in Madagascar, and prostitutes there have no protection. 
Police do notprotect them when they are robbed, raped, or 
gang raped. In some countries where it is illegal, women 
have absolutely no recourse,'' says Maynard-1:'ucker. 
"It makes easier for customers to beat up prostitutes and 
not get charged with a crime," says Bovard. "Neither 
party has the protection of the law they would normally 
have." 
One study conducted by the Center for Impact Research 
foundthat 21.4 percent ofwomenworking as escorts had 
been raped ten times or more, and that these rapes were 
rarely prosecuted. 
Proponents are• also concerned with the societal costs of 
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keeping prostitution illegal. "The cost of enforcement 
is huge. It means that if the cops weren't going after 
prostitution, there would be more case closure for other 
crimes such as robbery and rape,'' says Bovard. "There 'is 
a finite amount oflaw and court resources, and it would be 
better to use those resources to ban deter rape, rather than 
prostitution." 
Opponents argue that prostitution in any form constitutes 
violence against women, and that legalization would only 
expand the industry and increase sex trafficking. However, 
this is up to debate. . 
"If prostitution is recognized as a legitimate profession, 
there could be less· rape and trafficking, less women 
experiencing violence," says Maynard-Tucker. 
Maynard-Tucker points out that a big problem with 
prostitution is that it is not recognized as a legitimate 
profession. "These women feel horrible about it. When 
it comes down to it, it is self-esteem that is at issue with 
this kind of work. But it's because of society's judgments. 
Society does not value prostitUtion as a job." Particularly, 
she notes that women in Madagascar lie and hide from their 
families out of fear. 
Maynard-Tucker believes the prospects for legalization are 
dismal at best. "It will take forever. You have to go to your 
representatives, but I don't think they are interested - there 
is no money in it for them." 
"There is an old saying that vices are not crimes," says 
Bovar,d. While many . opponents argue that legalization 
of prostitution would effectively be government approval, 
Bovard counters that this is would be a Marxist view of 
government - that the government condones anything it 
does not prohibit. "The government does not have the right 
to dictate what each person does with their body." 
The Electric 
Spiel 
By Andrew Adams, Assistant Editor 
As Scott Anders said, (quoting Yogi Berra), "The future 
ain't what it used to be/' On November 2nd, a crowd 
gathered in the SOLES auditorium, eager, to hear just what 
that changed· future might look like at .the Energy Policy 
Initiative Center's (EPIC) second annual Climate Change 
Lecture Series. 
UC Berkeley economist and nuclear engineer Dr. Arjan 
Makhijani spoke about that changed future, presentinghis 
vision of a roadmap for California and U.S. energy policy 
in what will be a carbon-constrained future. Dr. Makhijani 
. has spent the last 40 years studying all aspects of new 
energy sources, including their mechanical, economic and 
political viability. 
The question he asked in his research and iri his new book 
Carbon-Free and Nuclear-Free: A Roadmap for US. 
Energy Policy is whether or not that changed energy future 
can actually be carbon-free, and whether such a shift would 
require a large nuclear-based infrastructure. When the idea 
of limiting carbon output arose late in the 20th Century, Dr. 
Makhijani did not believe that any such shift could take 
place without increased dependence on nuclear power. "I 
do now," he said. 
Dr. Ma:khijani described what he understands the four 
major crises in energy policy today: climate change, oil 
insec11rity, nuclear insecurity, and food insecurity. Any 
potential solution needs to deal with all four. 
Carbon emissions must be cut to counter potential disastrous 
impacts of climate change. Increased dependence on 
foreign oil is not an option due to political problems it has 
caused. Nuclear waste is still an issue, as currently, there is 
no solution to the problems of storage or national security 
threats that the waste creates. And Dr. Makhijani does not 
believe that growing fuel is viable today, as ethanol and 
other food-to-fuel crops actually use more energy to grow 
and harvest than they provide: 
In the face of such problems, where using coal, oil, natural 
gas and com all have somewhat problematic results for 
the country, he had believed that a shift to ~nuclear-based 
energy economy, modeling that of Fran6e and Japan, was 
the likely outcome; 
However, Dr. Makhijani said that, the nuclear "success 
stories" of France and Japan are not as successful as we 
would hope. Currently, only 4% of plutonium used in 
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those countries actually goes to generating electricity, 
with the rest unusable by the industry. Of the remaining 
fuel, .5% is recycled and downgraded to less radioactive 
waste and then stored. France and Japan share the U.S. 
waste problem, as they are currently stockpiling the 
nuclear waste without a permanent solution. 
Furthermore, Dr. Makhijani believes that the capital 
markets for nuclear power belie deeper problems, as "the 
Wall Street that bought all the mortgage-backed securities 
. refuses to invest in nuclear power." Furthermore, he 
pointed out that the federal government is forced to insure 
all power plants, creating problems when the· federal 
government is facing budget deficits. 
So if fossil fuels are no longer the best option, and nuclear 
power is also problematic, "What is the answer?" Dr. 
Makhijani asked. "What will the future look like?" 
"Efficiency is the foundation," he said. Simple as. it 
sounds, this solution is not simply turning off the lights 
when leaving a room or throwing out a refrigerator; Dr. 
Ma:khijani stated that large-scale efficiency renovations 
will result in large-scale energy problems: Housing and 
building renovations, including installing on-site energy 
generating capability, and changes to the electricity grid 
that would allow it to alternately take in and provide 
electricity as the need :fluctuates daily or seasonally would 
go far to helping the U.S. meet its goals 
Upgrading existing buildings to use more efficient 
heating and coolirig systems, building a new generation of 
electric/gas hybrid cars, and building vast solar projects 
will all contribute to the 21st Century energy policy. The 
answer, Dr. Ma:khijani said, is not a silver bullet, but 
rather a "buckshot" of solutions including conservation, 





By Peter Stockburger, Staff Writer 
With sunken eyes, and heaviness in his heart, Padraig 
O'Malley told us all, "I'm a sad, lonely old man." 
Although depressing, Mr. O'Malley is an incredible 
peacemaker. His keynote address to the University 
of Massachusetts, Boston's 7th Annual Conference on 
Dispute Resolution both inspired me and. depressed me. 
O'Malley has been a key negotiator in Northern Ireland, 
South Africa, and now Iraq. He has sacrificed his life 
and family in the pursuit of peace. He has destroyed 
every personal relationship he has ever had in the name 
of bringing together egomaniacal politicians and leaders. 
He is• a self-proclaimed sad, lonely old man who has 
enriched the lives of millions. 
As a presenter and conference participant, I was able 
to learn about Q'Malley's ·art of conflict negotiation. 
He spoke about his experiences in leading the peace 
negotiations in Northern Ireland and South Africa. He 
walked us through his now weekly trips to Baghdad 
where he meets with Suni and Shia leaders to work Olj.t . 
a prospective power· sharing peace plan. ,He remi~ded 
us we are all at war with the opponents of peace and 
reconciliation. 
I was fortunate enough to .have been invited to the 
conference to present my paper on the struggle between 
international retributive justice and local restorative tribal 
justice in Northern Uganda titled: "The Science of Peace: 
Atonement, Social Reconciliation and International 
Criminal Justice in Northern Uganda." In this paper and 
presentation I question the dogmatic positions being taken 
in Northern Uganda who present the false dichotomies of 
international justice or local restorative justice. 
The conference was an eye-opening experience. Scholars 
from all over the world came to participate, presenting 
their work in Nigeria, Bosnia, China, and Paraguay. It 
was both humbling and inspiring. I not only learned 
there is a clear art to international conflict negotiation 
and dispute resolution, but there is also a depressing side 
to the work. Your life is often filled with failure, and the 
rewards may never come. This is the lesson of Padraig 
O'Malley's life. I can only hope to end up a sad, lonely 
old man 
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Post- Election Words of Advic~ t.o the GOP 
Redefining the Republican arty 
November 4, 2008 marked an important shift within 
the United States electorate. .The American people 
granted President-elect Obama an opportunity to heal the 
discontent and fear engulfing our nation. While President-
elect Obama deserves our respect· and admiration as our 
next Commander-in-Chief, his election also provides an 
opp~rtunity to redefine the Republican Party's platform. 
While r- still stand by my decision to vote for Senator 
McCain, the policies of the Republican Party allowed this 
shift in power to occur. 
Regaining the trust of the American people requires the 
Republican Party to accept responsibility for.its mistakes. 
Unbridled government spending, corruption on Wall 
Street and Capitol Hill, and terrible communication of 
American foreign policy objectives all occurred during 
Republican crontrol of government. While the Democrats 
did control both chambers of Congress tlie past two 
ye~rs, the Republican Party. controlled the Executive and 
Legislative branches from 2002-2006. President Bush and 
a strong Republican Congress wasted the goodwill earned 
following th~ September 11th attacks and the sqccessful 
expulsion of the Taliban from power in Afghanistan. If 
the Republican Party hopes to capture the . fervor and 
imagination of the American people, it must begin by 
taking responsibility for its shortcomings. 
Senator John McCain failed to capture the anger and 
distrust resonating across America. People are disgusted 
whenthey see Ted Stevens, the longest serving Senator in 
Republican history, convicted of seven counts of making 
false statements for. failing to disclose gifts received. 
His model of pork-infested politics must be rejected 
nationally, even if the people of Alaska see fit to re-elect 
him to the U.S. Senate. 
People are angry when they see former Lehman Brothers 
CEO Richard Fuld receive nearly $500 . million in 
- executive compensatio~ since 2000, while Lehman 
Brothers shareholders lost several tens of billions of 
dollars. People loathe watching the United States Treasury 
invest hundreds ofbilliou's of their hard-earned tax dollars 
bailing out Bear Stems, AIG, the auto industry and other 
failing institutions because they are "indispensible." 
President-elect Obama captured the anger of voters by 
proposing an expansion of government. Besides the 
traditional Republican pledge to lower taxes, ~enator 
McCain failed to communicate a better solution to just a 
blanket expansion of government. Instead of passionately 
arguing that increases in taxes on any American (yes, even 
those horrible people in the top 5 percent) will likely result 
in a decrease in tax revenue and losses in job creation, 
Senator McCain allowed the media to label him as out 
of touch. Instead of hammering Obama on the value of 
an across-the-board spending freeze on government 
spending, McCain continually focused on the narrow issue 
of reducing pork barrel spending. While an important 
issue, pork barrel spending only accounts for less than 
1 percent of the total U.S. annual budget. Though pork 
barrel reform should be part of a comprehensive plan to 
curb government spending, it should not be the anchor of 
a Presidential platform. Senator McCain wasted a golden 
opportunity to capitalize on his reputation for reform to 
put forth a plan to lead America forward. 
On November 4th, the American people rejected the 
modem day Republican Party and what they currently 
represent. The American people instead turned to the 
Democratic Party and enthusiastically accepted Barack 
Obama's offer of "hope and change." Regardless of the 
validity of Barack Obama's pledges during the campaign, 
the American people have given him a golden opportunity 
to define the American landscape for many years to 
come. 
The renmants of the Republican Party have no choice .but 
By Chuck Billinger, Staff Writer 
to return to the values that resonate with most Americans: 
smail government, fiscal responsibility, combating 
terrorism, and responsible capitalism. Instead .of rebutting 
President Obama's positions out of necessity or obligation, 
I urge the remaining elected officials in Congress to adopt 
principled policy rationales based on the above mentioned 
values. Failure to adopt a principled message of reform 
will only quicken the full implementation of the policies 
advocated by President~elect Obama. 
I congratulate President-elect Obama for his election as the 
44lh President of the United States. His election as leader 
of the free world marks a dramatic shift for our great 
nation. The Republican Party must now take a page out of 
President Obama's playbook. The GOP must articulate a 
comprehensive vision of ideas to capture the imagination 
of the American people. 
Restoring Credibility 
As a minority party, the Republicans no longer possess 
the ability to set the agenda for America. That privilege 
belongs exclusively to President-ele~t Barack Obama 
and the Democratic Party. However, being the minority 
party does serve an important role. The Republican 
Party has two years to position themselves for a new era 
of rejuvenation and revival of conservative ideals. The 
question remains on defining what these overarching 
conservative themes will be moving forward. Will the 
Grand Old Party continue as a stagnant, bitter and old party 
that refuses to adapt to "change"? Or can they rebrand by 
not only embracing change, but. defining what that change 
will be? 
To accomplish this goal, the following three steps must be 
immediately adopted to perpetuate the refooling needed to 
_ reform the party from within. If adopted, these solutions 
can instantaneously set a positive tone that reestablishes 
the credibility of the Republican Party. 
1. Fire John Boehner and Mitch McConnell from 
their leadership posts in Congress. 
John Boehner .(R-OH} and Mitch McConnell ,.(R-KY) 
have been the Republican leaders of the House of 
Representatives and Senate respectively since 2006. Since 
Boehner succeeded Tom Delay as leader of the House 
Republicans, the number of Republicans in the House 
has shrunk from 232 to 174,1 Since 2004 when Mitch 
McConnell served as the Majority Whip in the Senate, the 
number. of elected· Republican Senators. has shrunk from 
55 to 40.2 These two men should not lead the Republican 
Party in Congress moving forward. They represent the 
complacency, disconnect and demise of leadership. that 
plagued the party. Their presence as leaders illustrates to 
the American people that the Republican Party will simply 
continue the business-as-usual mentality that resulted 
in their newly-acquired minority status in ·government. 
Representative Mike Pence of Indiana and Senator Tom 
Coburn of Oklahoma represent refomi-minded leaders 
that should be leading the Republican Caucus. Sadly, it 
appears that the same leadership that led the GOP's demise 
in 2008 will remain in power. This mistake will hold back _ 
any Republican revival in the short term. 
2. Elect Michael Steele as head of the Republican 
National Committee. 
As Senator Obama's election indicates, an eloquent 
messenger of a party's platform is just as important as the 
message being delivered. The Republican Party needs 
a polished communicator to vigorously hit the media 
airwaves on a daily ba!'is. The person elected to head the 
RNC will be the face of the party for the next two years 
until the Presidential election of2012J:iits full swing. 
Of the candidates displaying interest in the job, former 
Maryland Lieutenant Governor Michael Steele shines 
above the rest. Mr. Steele's tone and political savvy will 
help reconstruct the image of the GOP. Steele is not afraid 
to challenge his party, as shown by his consistent criticism 
of the GOP for not doing enough to reach out tQ minorities. 
Steele has been a consistent supporter of affirmative action 
to bridge the racial divides in American society. These 
policy disagreements with his party_ give him credibility 
when discussing the issues with the American people. 
Moreover, he acknowledges that the political climate has 
changed and the Republican Party must adapt to survive. 
As Michael Steele stated in the Wall Street Journal, "We 
have to listen to what Americans are telling us about their 
hopes, desires and needs, and then translate that message 
into proposals for meaningful action squarely grounded in 
values we Republicans haye always stood for." This is 
the type of message that will resonate with Americans all 
across the country. 
3. Offer "Responsible" solutions to allev'iate the 
suffering of Americans. 
Times are tough and will only grow more difficult in the 
coming months. Simply opposing President Obama's 
agenda as being "leftist," "socialist," "Marxist,". or "too 
radical" cannot be tolerated any longer as an adequate 
rebuttal. President Obama's agenda may very be left 
of center, but this type of empty rhetoric often authored 
by talk radio pundits does not serve the interests they 
claim to represent. Running on a message of "No You 
Can't" won't succeed when the President just won an 
emphatic election victory saying "Yes We Can." Instead 
of being the negative to President Obama's positive, the 
Republicans must offer solutions that safeguard American 
taxpayers and curb irresponsible government action. 
In January, President Obama will begin his administration 
by offering proposals intended to aid struggling working 
Americans through a massive· expansion of government. 
These proposals will range from passing a secondary 
economic stimulus package to expanding healthcare 
coverage for all Americans. Knowing this, the remaining 
elected Republican members of Congress have an 
obligation to articulate better methods of· helping the 
United States survive this eco~omic downturn. 
Instead of simply stating that the American government 
cannot afford any of President Obama's policies, 
Republicans must propose "Responsible" solutions that 
help out the average America. A prime example could be 
investment in energy reform. The American people can 
potentially save hundreds of billions of dollars and create 
millions of jobs over the next several decades by building 
nuclear power plants, drilling for oil domestically, and by 
increasing investment in alternative energy sources. If 
an era of government expansion looms, the Republicans 
would be wise to shift the direction of government action 
towards an area that helps, rather than burdens, the 
AmeriCan economy. 
Another opportunity to articulate the rebranded message 
of responsible capitalism centers about whether to bailout 
the leading American automakers, General Motors and · 
Ford Motor Company. Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi 
has called for a bill giving automakers limited access to 
funds from the Troubled Asset Relief Program, or TARP, 
which was initially set up to rescue foundering banks and 
Wall Street brokerages. Speaker Pelosi's statements were 
prompted by news reports that General Motors ·may be 
running out of cash to meet its obligations and outstanding 
debts. 
The Republicans need to be clear that nationalizing the 
auto industry will not serve the interests ofthe American 
people. Ford and GM's financial struggles can be 
attributed primarily to the fact that they cannot meet 
their pension obligations to their employees. In addition, 
the Wall Street Journal noted, "Ford and GM depended 
for more than a decade on profits from gas-guzzling 
sport-utility vehicles and pumped up sales with cheap 
credit, while rivals Toyota and Honda Motor Co. more 
aggressively pursued advanced technology vehicles and 
business strategies that allowed them to make money on a 
broader range of models." 
The American government cannot. grant blank checks to 
industries with bad business models. If Ford and GM 
receive tens of billions from the American government 
because their industries are "indispensible," who will stop 
bailouts from other "indispensible" industries? Outside 
the . politically connected individuals within unions or 
management, will Americans be supportive of lending 
tens of billions of dollars to corporations that have failed? 
What proof do we have that they can succeed even with 
government loans? The Republicans would be smart 
to take· a stand.· on this issue and demand accountability. 
Even ifthe automakers succeed inacquiring their ''loan" 
from the government, a strong RepuEiican resistance 
will lead to stricter conditions for automakers accepting 
government assistance. 
Adoption of these three recommendations will help the 
Republican Party tum the page quickly following their 
election defeats. As the minority power in government, 
· Republicans must embrace vigorous debate with 
Democrats. Unless they start winning the battle of ideas, 
See GOP, page 6 
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they will be doomed to sit on tli'e po<fit1cal s1dehnes for 
many years to come, 
(Footnotes) 
1 As ofNovember 12, 2008, six Congressional races 
remain undecided. The Republicans currently lead two of 
these races, including Tom McClintock in California and 
Don Young in Alaska. 
2 As ofNovember 12, recounts will likely decide the 
Senate races in Minnesota and Alaska, where Republican 
incumbents Norm Coleman and Ted Stevens hold narrow 
leads. Additionally, a runoff will occur in Georgia 
between Republican incumbent Saxby Chambliss and 
Democratic challenger Jim Martin on December 2nd. 
Election· 2008 in 
Retrospect 
By Annie Macaleer, Staff Writer 
While the · 2008 Presidential election was historical for 
many reasons, all I could think about on November 4 was 
that this must be what the Democrats felt like in 2000 
and in 2004. However, it is worth noting that American 
politics did everything short of handing the Democratic 
Party a silver platter of victory. So ifthe Democrats did not 
win in 2008, then the party had no hope. Barack Obama 
took full advantage of this favorable atmosphere, and 
his nearly flawless campaign ended in a victorious road 
to the White House. On the other hand, John McCain's 
campaign struggled with separating itself from the shadow 
of President Bush's administration. 
There are two key points about this election that are 
important to make. 
First, many are in awe of Obama's victory because he will 
be the first black President of the United States. While this 
is a tremendous step for America, people need to remember 
that Obama is a self-proclaimed "mutt," so the more 
accurate description of his victory is that he will be the 
first half-black, half-white president of the United States. 
Obama represents more than just African-Americans, and 
the press is already forgetting this. In addition, Americans 
and the press are also forgetting that there was a woman on 
McCain's ticket - so regardless of the winner, history was 
going to be made. And one might argue that a woman in 
such a powerful job is perhaps more representative of what 
America needs and wants in 2008. 
Second, many are quick to blame Palin for McCain's 
landslide loss. This is ridiculous for two reasons. While 
the Electoral College certainly screamed landslide victory 
for Obama (as of date, it stands at364 to 163), the popular 
vote was not so lopsided. Obama took roughly 52. percent 
of the popular vote in comparison to McCain's 46 percent. 
These statistics show that this is still a sharply divided 
country. In addition to the left-right division, there are also 
many Hillary supporters who are still not eager to accept 
Obama. The President-elect needs to remember these 
figures when he begins his Presidency; otherwise 2012 is 
going to be a difficult year for him. On another note, Palin 
certainly didnot cost McCain the election. He was fighting 
an uphill battle from day one due to circumstances beyond 
his control - the legacy of the Bush administration, its · 
effects on the public's perception of the Republican Party, 
and recent economic developments. If anything, Palin 
re-energized the conservative base which seemed to only 
· halfheartedly embrace McCain's nomination. 
While I am a little disappointed with the election results, 
I do believe in democracy and the will of the American 
people. I also believe in the Republican Party. This is 
our time to reconnect with constituents and to rebuild our 
base. While many blame President Bush for destroying 
the Republican Party, this is disgraceful and unpatriotic. 
President Bush has been a patriotic, caring, and devoted 
president, and he deserves respect. I have faith that his 
legacy will eventually go down in the history books as 
such. 
And watch.out, Obama, because Palin is coming back for 
round two. She already has one vote - mine. 
Take Care of 
Yourselves 
By Austin Evans, Staff Writer 
This one's a little bit serious, folks. 
Today, I caught myself becoming a person I usually 
· despise ... the dude who takes an elevator up one flight. 
Let's be honest, ten feet of stairs is a rather menial task 
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or a pe estnan, yet ave ecome an av1 a user o e 
Warren elevator lately. Call it exhaustion, lethargy or just 
sheer laziness, but over time, I have transitioned from 
shame to sheer relief in using that glorious method, of 
transportation. 
While my elevator use might seem slothful, I feel 
it represents a deeper feeling and meaning than the 
immediate lack of .a will to inove. I'm tired. Really 
friggin' tired. It's at the point where my friends worry I 
might have life mono. And it's not just me either; you're 
probably tired. We're all tired. At life, at school, with 
friends, with family. The more I think, the more I realize 
every one of us is so caught up in a world of busy work 
and nuance that our engines are stuck in high gear. 
Don't think this is bad, however. The work we're doing 
here is serious work, and it is preparing us for the lives and 
careers ahead of us. I have definitely learned that working 
hard now pays dividends in the future, and a healthy level 
of stress is good for anyone. 
However, we're also in a very volatile environment 
psychologically. I have personally snapped at some 
undeserving people, and have also been the recipient of a 
shellacking or two. While letting off steam is one thing, 
beating on the friends you care about is never acceptable. 
We'ry all part of a community at this university, and we 
should be thankful we don't go to a school where your 
classmates are so vindictive and conniving that they tear 
pages out of reporters. We're here to support each other, 
and I truly believe this is the time we need it more than 
ever. 
This also extends beyond bruised egos and fractured 
relationships. Abusing ·ourselves and our bodies is all 
too easy, especially if we're trying to get a quick release 
from it all. As the number one abuser of alcohol and other 
drugs as a profession, lawyers know all too well how to 
deal with stress and the rigors oflife in unhealthy ways. It 
doesn't end with substance abuse either: shopping sprees, 
eating habits, sexual indiscretions and physical harm 
are all things we need to be mindful of and avoid. In a 
"buy now, pay later" society, we often don't consider the. 
consequences of our actions, andwe'veall done things we 
regret when under the pressures like those we face today. 
All I'm asking is that we support each other. Let's face it, 
we're ~11 competitive bitches and bastards. 
Looking 
Backwards: 
Leading up to In Re Marriage 
By Jennifer Mauri, Staff Writer 
It seems like ages have passed since the California 
Supreme Court handed· out its ruling in "In Re Marriage 
Cases" and set off a whirlwind in California. Thousands 
of same-sex couples have been married, and millions of 
dollars have been spent to stop them. Debates waged in 
newspapers and on street comers, between friends and 
·family, even with complete strangers. The rest of the 
United States watched as California struggled to become 
as tolerant as it proclaims to be. In the end, we all know 
how it turned out on Nov 4. 
In the months and weeks leading up to the election, USD 
Law saw its share of activism, with groups like Pride 
Law leading the way. Pride Law, the Law School's Gay, 
Lesbian, Bi-Sexual, Transgendered, Queer, Questioning, 
andAlly (LGBTQQA) group tabled in the Writs, selling 
"No on Prop 8" buttons and providing information to 
anyone who asked. From the perspective of a volunteer 
at the table, I was glad to note that many people stopped 
by to buy buttons ortalk to us. I was even happier when I 
. came by the second day and the buttons had sold out. 
Pride Law's button sales were organized in conjunction 
with a Marriage Equality Presentation, entitled "In Re 
Marriage," held on the evening of October 151h. Pride 
Law's first big event of the semester drew in a large crowd 
and filled every seat in WH2A. The speaker, Mattheus 
Stephens, Esq., a local San Diego attorney recently voted a 
San Diego Top Attorney for 2008 by the Daily Transcript, 
is the ·founding partner of Stock Stephens LLC and was 
a founding member and former co-president of the Tom 
Homann Law Association. Mr. Stephens's lecture focused 
on the constitutional decisions that led up to the California 
Supreme Court's ruling in "In Re Marriage Cases." 
The cases that led to· "In Re Marriage Cases" include 
Skinner v. Oklahoma in 1942 (316 U.S. 527) which 
recognized that the constitutional right to marry was not 
only for those physically capable of procreation. Also, 
Perez v. Skinner (32 Cal. 2d 711) in which the California 
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upreme o oun statutory pro I it10ns to mterracm 
marriages to be "inconsistent with the fundamental right 
to marry." This case was a landmark decision in 1948. 
The court offered up Loving v. Virginia (388 U.S. 1) in 
which the U.S. Supreme court found a fundamental right 
to marry the person of your choice, regardless of race, a 
concept that took 19 years to spread from California to 
the rest of the United States. 
The first instance of a same-sex couple seeking a 
marriage license happened in Washington in 1971. They 
were, of course, denied. 
In 1993, the Hawaii Supreme Court was the first court 
to rule that refusing to grant a marriage licens.e to same-
sex couples· was sex discrimination under the state's 
constitution· (Baehr v. Lewin). This led Hawaii into a 
tug-of-war between the judiciary and the legislature. 
Hawaii's ruling got the attention of anti-same sex 
marriage groups around the UnitedStates. In 1996, tht< 
federal government passed the Defense of Mfilriage Act, 
which allows states to ignore the full faith and credit 
clause, where same-sex marriages are concerned. Many 
of the states followed suit with their own laws banning 
same-sex marriage. California put Prop 22 on the ballot, 
where it passed with a 61 % majority. Prop 22, aka the 
Knight Initiative, defined marriage as "between a man 
and a waman" in the California Civil Code. Hawaii's 
legislature won out in tlie end too, and same-sex couples 
in Hawaii can now be in a "Reciprocal Beneficiary 
Relationship" with one another, but not a marriage. 
In 2004, things were fairly quiet in the sam.e-sex 
marriage arena in California, mitil Mayor Newsom of 
San Francisco told his county clerk to issue marriage 
licenses to same-sex couples. Suddenly, .the spotlight 
was on California. In August of 2004 the California 
Supreme Court annulled the marriages performed, 
because· they violated the ban put in place by Prop 22. 
Four years later, in May 2008, the California Supreme 
Court struck down the ban as unconstitutional. 
To put a proposition on the ballot, you must collect 
signatures amounting to at least 8 percent of the total 
number of voters in the last gubernatorial election. In 
reality, this is a fairly small number, less than 800,000. 
Once this low threshold is met, the Proposition goes to 
the voters, and only a simple majority is needed to amend 
the. state Constitution. One of the themes that recurred 
during the presentation by Matt Stephens was "is this 
realiy the kind of California you want?" The question 
was not posed merely in terins of discrimination against 
GLBTQ's, but rather in the larger sense of, "Should we 
be able to amend the California Constitution like that?" 
The reality that the Constitution can be changed with 
the ebb and flow of public opinion ~hould be a cause 
for concern for everyone, and should especially concern 
those of us who have the legal education to know the 
responsibility of the Courts. ·The judges who authored 
the majority opinion in "In Re Marriage Cases" were 
labeled as "activist judges" who "ignored the will of the 
people" by spokespeople for the Yes on 8 campaign. The 
point of Prop 8 was to undo a judicial decision regarding 
fundamental rights under the Constitution. Is this the 
state we want to live in? Where, when we disagree with· 
the Court enforcing the law of the land, a simple majority 
can change that Constitution? Where the minority loses 
its protection from being forced to submit to the will of 
the majority? James Madison wrote in Federalist Paper 
#51 of the need to guard one part of society from the other 
part. "If a majority be united by a commoJ.1 interest, the 
rights of the minority will be insecure." These concerns 
have come true in California. The majority, a mere 52%, 
has taken the rights of a minority, and has gone around 
the judges who are entrusted to interpret the laws of our 
state. Where will this take us in the future? What group 
will be singled out next? Take no solace that you can 
seek justice in the Court, because as long as 50.01 % of 
the voters disagree, your rights can be stripped too. 
A copy of 1 'In Re Marriage Cases" cari be found at~ 
i/wvrn·.courtinfo.ca.gov/opinions/archive/Sl47999.PDF 
NALSA's First 
Event This Year 
. By Jennifer Chou, Editor-in-Chief 
The Native American Law Students Association 
(NALSA) hosted speaker Bryan Wildenthal October 15, 
2008. Wildenthal teaches in the areas of Constitutional 
Law, American Indian Law, and Federal Courts and 
Jurisdiction at Thomas Jefferson School of Law. He has 
published in these areas as well as the areas of gender 
· See NALSA, page 8 
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San Diego Law 
Review Writer 
By Ashley Hirano, Staff Writer 
In our continuing series with San Diego Law Review 
and Motions, we get to know our next student author: 
Gregory Halsey 
Greg, a Sagittarius and UCSB (No Longer a Tope Ten 
Party School) graduate from Vista, California, wrote 
There Is A Pink Elephant At Our Patent Negotiation, 
and His Name Is Declaratory Judgment, an article to be 
published in an upcoming issue of SDLR. 
We sat down with Greg to ask a few questions 
(remarkably the same ones we ask all of the other 
published student-authors) about the process: 
... 
Why did you pick the comment topic that you did? 
My roommate Chuck used to joke with me that I 
should write about something extremely boring because 
only those comments are selected for publication. 
So when I told my roommate that I planned to write 
about declaratoryjudgment jurisdiction in patent 
infringement cases he said, "Perfect, I'm already bored 
and confused." I decided to write about declaratory 
judgment jurisdiction, though, because in my mind it 
formed the perfect storm: First, it involved procedural 
law as opposed to substantive law.· Second, I fell upon 
a little known or discussed Supreme Court case named 
Medimmune that drastically altered declaratory judgment 
jurisdiction in patent infringement cases. Third, my topic 
is based upon the Declaratory Judgment Act, a relatively 
short act with little legislative history. Fourth, it was 
practical. And fifth, as my roommate attested, I was the 
only person that found this topic fascinating enough to 
write about it. 
What has been the best part of being published? 
The feeling of validation. During most oflaw school you 
never know ifyourwork is right or correct and you spend 
these three years utterly convinced that everything you . 
do is wrong. I guess this is the only time I ever received 
some kind of confirmation that I produced· decent work. 
What does the future hold for Greg Halsey? 
Studying for the Bar, taking the Bar, celebrating in 
Europe, and then working for Paul, Plevin, Sullivan & 
Connaughton, a local labor and employment law firu:i. 
On a Thursday afternoon, you would find Greg: 
Celebrating the start of my weekend at Peabody's, 
Rocky's, Shakespeare's, High Dive, or in front of my TV 
challenging my roommates to a game of FIFA soccer. 
Greg's biggest nerd moment? 
Talking to· a stranger about torts. 
If Greg were a rapper for the day, he would be: 
Kanye West. 
But if he were professor for the day? 
Hands down, no question about it - I'd be Professor 
Devitt 
Best joke that Greg has heard recently? 
The Padres won. 
Greg, do you have any final advice for 2Ls.seeking to 
get their comments published? 
I would have taken easier classes such as "Interviewing 
and Counselin ." 
Law Review Author, Greg Halsey 
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1 entity an sexua ity aw. t t e event, 
addressed general issues of concern and election 
perspectives regarding Native Americans. 
Wildenthal began by noting· that beyond the state and ·~ 
federal systems of government 1n the United States, the 
third type of sovereign government is that of the. Native 
Americans. Before the Constitution was ratified and united 
the federal government and the states, the United States 
had already been entering into treaties with sovereign and 
quasi-independent Indian nations. 
Treaty making with Indian nations continued over the 
years, and of the three hundred some that were made 
many are still technically in effect. While the Constitutio~ 
declares that all treaties are the supreme law of the land, 
Indian nations still exist in a state of uncertainty about the 
foundations their nations rely on. "They are in constant 
anxiety that Congress may exercise.raw power to abrogate 
more treaties. Congress could dissolve tribal governments 
as sovereign entities," said Wildenthal. 
In regard to the election, many Indian concerns overlapped 
with those of other Americans. In addition, they were 
also concerned with the candidate's ability to deal with 
American Indian governments, and the extent to which the 
candidate would respect rights of tribally funded gaming, 
existing treaties, and Indian sovereignty. 
Between the Presidential candidates, Senator McCain had 
the advantage of having significantly more experience 
regarding Indian issues in comparison to Obama. "Even 
an Obama partisan like myself cannot honestly claim that 
Obama has much of a record in this area. He has expressed 
good intentions, but he has only been in the Senate since 
2005." To the extent that Indian leaders were active in 
Democratic party politics, more favored Clinton, who was 
more familiar with the issues. 
In contrast to Obama, McCain represents Arizona, which 
has a large Indian population. The Navajo Nation is about 
the size of West Virginia and has about 200,000 people. 
Other tribes including Apache and Salt River Pima-
Maricopa were also significant groups in state politics. 
McCain chose early on to engage actively with Indians. 
"He took a seat on the Indian Affairs Committee, not a 
popular seat, and he turned down a more popular position. 
He has even commentedabout not forgetting the concerns 
of American Indians," Wildenthal said. In 1988, Congress 
passed the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, which gave 
tribes the authority and autonomy to conduct gaming on 
their reservations; even when it was not legal or accepted in 
the states. This act was largely co-written by McCain. 
But Wildenthal cautions - "It is a bit of a myth that 
Indians are living high on the hog because of gaming. The 
vast majority of people living on reservations in Indian 
communities . are still struggling with very significant 
poverty and lack of social resources." He cites to the 
-example of Navajos, who had strong religious values 
against gambling. "They are one of the economically 
poorest in the nation. Also, in South Dakota, in rather 
remote reservations, there hasn't been much benefit." 
In. California, tribes were able to conduct gaming on 
reservations due to voter initiatives. Although the courts 
struck down the initiative at first, Governor Gray Davis 
and the legislature cut a deal and voters were able to ratify 
such a measure again in 2000, by a 2-1 margin. About half 
. of the 120 tribes located in California have casinos. Many 
that have casinos do not make a great deal of profit, but just 
enough to run their government. 
Regardless, gaming has become a source of revenue and 
subsistence for Indian nations, and support for tribal 
gaming is a major issue for these nations. Although 
McCain co-wrote the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, he 
has recently singled out tribal gaming as a problem that is 
out of control in tlie United States. Similarly, Obama has 
warned about the dangers of gaming. He said that it carries 
a "moral and social cost" with has dangerous effects on · 
poor communities. 
Joe Biden perhaps makes up for some of Obama's lack 
of experience in the area. AltholJgh Delaware does not 
have a substantial Indian population, Senator Biden was 
a sponsor of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA). 
The amendment to VAWA in 2005 included a subsection 
on violence against Native American Women. Lack of law 
enforcement on reservations is a major problem alild rates of 
violence" against Native American women are substantially 
higher, while rates of prosecution are substantially lower. 
Governor Palin touted the fact that her husband is of partial 
Native American ancestry. However, it is unclear whether 
her husband is actually a member of a tribe, and Palin is no 
November 2008 
more supportive, an per aps even ess supportive t an 
other politicians with regard to Native Americans. "She 
has supported litigation by· the state of Alaska to Un.do 
and ~rode historic subsistence of rights," said Wildenthal. 
"Opponents have attacked her for this, but most state 
Alaskan governors seem to take this position. It is fair to 
say she has no record ih Alaska of fending Native rights, 
or doing much at all." 
Indian tribes hope President Obama, who was granted 
honorary membership in the Crow Nation, will continue 
to support tribal gaming and sovereignty. "As with most 
elections, they will have to worry regardless of who 
wins," Wildenthal said. 
The FleetWood: 
Eat. Drink. Mix. 
By Caroline Bolton, Staff Writer 
The Fleetwood has perfected the ideas of "Eat. Drink. 
Mix." with itsdelicious food, yummy drinks and great 
ambiance. It is. a hot spot for the neighborhood locals, 
San Diego sports fans, young professionals, and of course 
law school students. The approach Fleetwood takes is 
simple: they've created a comfortable spot to enjoy your 
favorite childhood meals, but with a mature twist. 
The Fleetwood is serves brunch all day on the weekends, 
as oflast month are open for lunch and is always open for 
dinner. Weekend brunch is a favorite for sports fans and 
those looking for ,a place to start their lazy Sunday. For 
the health conscious, their menu offer~ a delightfully fresh 
Acai berry bowl with other berries, granola and honey. 
More of a meat and potatoes person? Try the Big Guys 
Breakfast, which includes three eggs, your choice of 
meat, pancakes or French toast, and Fleetwood potatoes. 
My personal favorite is the San Diego Benedict. . It's 
a vegetarian version of the classic Eggs Benedict. 
The poached eggs are served . on a warm biscuit with 
tomato, avocado, classic hollandaise sauce and a side of 
Fleetwood potatoes. 
The average damage to your wallet for a Fleetwood 
breakfast: Just $8. It's guaranteed to get you full, and is 
particularly enjoyable with a bubbly mimosa. 
The new lunch menu at FleetWood has lighter options 
than their dinner menu and you'll be certain to find 
something to satisfy your cravings. Items include a 
chopped vegetable salad, Ahi Poke, steak and fries, and 
beer battered prawns. Lunch prices range from $8 to 
. $22. 
One of the great things about FleetWood is its diverse 
menu. If you love seafood, red meat, or are a vegetarian, 
you'll have several options to choose from. Did you 
ever used to have grilled cheese and tomato soup on a 
cold winter night as a kid? Try the Tomato Bisque soup 
drizzled with basil oil accompanied by flawless grilled 
cheese slices and it's like you are nine years old all over 
again. 
·One of their more popular items, the Braised Short Ribs 
are served with a red wine reduction sauce and onion 
rings, . baby· carrots and garlic mashed potatoes. The 
succulent Grilled Lamb. Chops come with asparagus, 
applewood smoked bacon, garlic mashed potatoes and 
a peppercorn cream sauce. Most entrees are in the $20 
range and are worth every penny. 
If you still have room for dessert let me recommend the 
Chocolate Chip Cookies. Don't get me wrong, the Creme 
Brnle and Carrot Cake are big crowd pleasers but nothing 
beats the chocolate chip cookies. The cookies are served 
piping hot, just like when mom took them out of the oven. 
They are drizzled with chocolate sauce and served with 
a huge scoop· of homemade vanilla ice cream. It's the 
perfect way to end your meal. 
Don't let the menu fool you, FleetWood is also a good 
night spot. It has a back room with its own bar and 
dancing after 11. The front room has a large oval shaped 
bar with booths and couches ·in case you need a break 
from the dance party. Each room plays differe~t music 
and you can expect to hear the latest chart-toppers, 90's 
hip hop, and pop. Come back on Sunday nights and you 
can sing to your favorite tune at Karaoke night 
Now you're probably wondering why I haven't talked 
about the drink specials yet. Well that's because I'm 
saving the best for last. Fleetwood is p;obably one of 
See Fleetwood, page 8 
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AAJ Mocktrial Tournanient a 
Suc·cess 
By Robert Herreria, Staff Writer 
November 2008 
USD law students were successful in the recent Fall Intramural Mock Trial Tournament, held by USD's American Association for Justice (AAJ). The Tournament took place on 
October25'h and 26th and invited USD law students from all classes t~ compete. Students paired up in teams to act as plaintiff or defense counsel representing respective parties 
in a fictional civil negligence case. Two preliminary rounds of the competition were held downtown at the San Diego County Central Courthouse, providing competitors with a 
realistic courtroom environment to showcase advocacy and trial skills. The final round was held the next day in Grace Courtroom. 
3L students Jamahl Kersey and Ariel Rief won top prize as Overall Winners and as the best Plaintiff team. 2L student Fred Nicholson and IL student John Prosser also made the 
final round and earned the award for best Defense team. AAJ also awarded Best Advocate Awards to IL student Joanna Shippee, 2L student Christine Youngs, and ~L student 
Kersey. 
One-third of the twenty-eight competitors were ILs getting their first taste oflitigation and oral advocacy in a courtroom. The other competitors were 2Ls and 3Ls seeking to 
apply law school experiences and hone. advocacy skills. To construct cqgent cases, each team recruited and prepared people from the student body and the USD community to 
serve as witnesses for both the plaintiff and defense teams. 
Student competitors found the experience enlightening. lL Dennis Lee enjoyed the break from the normal course oflaw school classes, and appreciated the chance to gauge his 
in-court oration skills. 
"It was all exciting and new. The subject matter [of the competition], the trial within a trial within a trial, makes for interesting diyner conversations," Lee said. "I hoped to get a 
better understanding of where I stand in my delivery performance." 
John Prosser found that the competition helped him get a feel for litigation and especially appreciated the opportunity to participate as a IL. 
"I'.m hoping to do some kind of litigation in the future and this gave me a good taste for it," said Prosser. "I don't want to spend all my time behind a computer poring over 
contracts or doing extensive legal research, but because we don't get to take a trial advocacy class until we're 3Ls, the only way for me to make sure that I would be happy in court 
would be to do mock trial." 
Senior law students also benefited from competing against their peers in a courtroom setting. Fred Nicholson valued the practice competition afforded him towards becoming a 
better trial advocate. 
"I entered a previous competition and did poorly, so I knew I needed to keep plugging to improve my skills," said Nicholson. "The best part is that I learned a lot and had an 
opportunity to apply some knowledge I had learned in class to a more real-world setting~ There's nothing like real-world experience to reinforce the knowledge gained in class.". 
Attorneys and other professionals from the San Diego legal community graciously volunteered to help run and score each trial. Laura Arnold, an attorney with the San Diego 
County Office of the Public Defender, understood the value of practical experience for upcoming law students and was enthusiastic about providing feedback for the competitors. 
"No amount of book-learning, writing, or lecture-attendance serves as a substitute for real, on-your-feet, courtroom experience," said Arnold. "Whether it's trial advocacy or moot 
court, I tpink every law student should seize every opportunity to get up and argue. And yes, mock trial· competitions are invaluable to .the legal profession; they raise the level of 
advocacy for beginning lawyers, which is wonderful for all of us and for the justice system." · 
The volunteer judges were particularly impressed by the first and second year law students, many of whom were exploring advocacy and litigation for the first time. "The 
competitors performed very well; one of them had not even taken evidence class yet," said Arnold. "None of them had completed trial advocacy. And they prepared without a 
coach. They were extremely well-prepared and dedicated." · 
AAJ works in conjunction with USD's National Mock Trial Team in order to provideUSD law students an opportunity to practice the art of oral advocacy in a courtroom setting, 
with live witnesses, lawyers and judges to provide feedback. Preparation for the Tournament began a week before the school semester started. The core executive board members 
of AAJ met with Korey Sarokin, Trial Team Administrator and Advisor to AAJ, to draw up a plan for assembling the Tournament's .trial case, securing the necessary downtown 
court facilities, contacting legal professionals in the community to help with judging, and outlining other logistics. 
Meeting the goal of providing a compelling, instructive experience for USD law students was a herculean but rewarding task, according to 2L and AAJ President David Ng. "This 
year we had a couple of great I Ls that decided to join our organization and really helped out,'.' Ng said. "Together, throughout the semester, the entire executive board and its 
members organize the dates, location, special guest judges, and everything in between." · 
2L and AAJ Tournament Coordinator Jerry Sherwin emphasized the hard work that he and the AAJ board invested in making sure all the details of the Tournament were put 
together. 
''In the weeks leading up to the tournament the board members were in the office every day calling local attorneys and asking if they would volunteer as judges," Sherwin said. 
"There were all sorts of little things that people don't think about .. .like the breakfast, the lunch, and instantaneous room assignments." 
Ng emphasized that AAJ's primary mission throughout this effort was to provide an excellent venue for all law students to compete and practice in oral advocacy and litigation. 
"We understand that not every student wishes to do Moot Court and thus it is always necessary to provide options," said Ng. "The competition allows students to not only prepare 
as trial lawyers would, but also argue their case in front of local practitioners participating as special guest judges. Not only do the students gain very valuable oral advocacy 
experience and get to go through all the motions in a real courtroom, but they also gain valuable feedback from our special guest judges." 
Sherwin was elated with how the Tournament was executed, and called the event a success. "Overall the board was extremely pleased with the tournament,'' said Sherwin. 
"Everything was relatively smooth and we 're proud of that, considering that many of the coordinators and board members are brand new to AAJ this year." · 
Ng also felt the Tournament was successful and hoped that the student competitors bolstered their legal experience as a result. "Whether it is to satisfy their curiosity, or further 
their adoration for the courtroom, I hoped that the students were at least able to get a real practical sense of the law, away from their textbooks," said Ng. 
Student competitors indeed had very positive experiences. "!twas the best experience I've had since· coming to law school," raved Prosser. ''Even for someone that doesn't think 
that he or she would be interested in going into .court it's a very worthwhile experience. Ted Sande:rs, who was one of our witnesses, never thought thathe would want to be in 
court. But even just participating as a witness he got so fired up and excited that he's thinking of competing. in the spring." 
Next semester, students will have.another chance to compete inAAJ's Spring Mock Trial Tournament. USD's National Mock Trial Team will be observing at this competition to 
pick candidates for the National Team. · 
From FleetWood, page 7 
the few places in town where Saturday night you can get bottle service and Sunday afternoon you can take advantage of 
the $2 PBR specials on gameday. The wine list will impress your .parents. It's largely a mix of West Coast, Italian, and 
French wines. Most bottles range from the mid $30s to $100. If you are looking to pop a bottle of Cristal, be prepared 
to spend. $750. Better idea·; bring P.Diddy along with you to front the bill. 
In addition to their extensive wine list and beers on tap, Fleet Wood offers about 20 specialty martinis and cocktails. My 
personal favorite is the lemonade. It's made from Stoli Vodka, Cointreau, fresh lemonade and a splash of7-up and se1:ved 
in a sugar-rimmed glass. It's popular with my friends and I hope you'll like it too. 
Whether you are up for a big night on the town, dinner with friends, or cheering on your San Diego Chargers, Fleet Wood 
will go above and beyond your expectations, Fleet Wood is located at 7t11 and J, just a block away from Petco Park. . 
· www.thefleetwood.com . 
